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Introduction: Cui bono

• Who benefits?  Who do you want to benefit? 
• Has there been an impact on 

• social and economic policy? 
• business or commercial policy or strategy? 
• other social disciplines such as history, sociology, anthropology, archaeology?



Plan of my talk

•Social behaviour and complexity 
•Simplicity (parsimony): a poor justification for model design 
•Opinion dynamics: inheritance of bad modelling habits 
•How general are the bad habits? 
•Balancing evidence and theory in agent-based modelling 
•How to benefit stakeholders (if you want to) 
•A concluding (curmudgeonly) challenge
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Evidence-based theory of  social behaviour

• We like best people who are most like us
• We have a limited number of close friends
• We tend to agree most with people who are close to us
• Significant stimulus is required for us to change our minds
• Cognitive dissonance

• If an opinion or view is important, then finding that a close friend 
has a contrasting view results in either a change in the 
relationship or a change in one’s view or, sometimes, both 
opinions changing to a compromise position
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Social behaviour and complexity
• My own 20th century studies

• Early post-Soviet Russian economy
• Water demand in the face of restrictions
• Markets for fast-moving consumer goods

• Each model produced unpredictable episodes of volatility in fine-grain data
• Monthly Russian inflation rates
• Water demand
• Market shares

• In each case, fine-grain data conformed to the finding of volatility
• Monthly Russian inflation data
• Daily metered water consumption by neighbourhood
• Weekly retail sales data

• All heavy-tailed distributions of relative changes
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Social behaviour and complexity

• Self-organised criticality => heavy-tailed distributions
• Agents are meta-stable — something significant must happen to make 

them change
• Interaction amongst agents is a dominant feature of the system
• The system is dissipative meaning that any one agent influences a 

small number of other agents but imitation is not the norm
• The system is slowly driven so that new information or events leave 

most agents below their critical thresholds for change most of the 
time.
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Simplicity (= parsimony)

• Social scientists seem (almost) always to start from some theory to build their models
• Economists justify nonsense assumptions as being “for the sake of simplicity”
• Example from latest AER (Dávila and Walther, “Prudential Policy with Distorted Beliefs”) 

• “To allow us to focus on equilibrium leverage” 
• To make equations more tractable by simplifying representation of financial markets 
• Limiting the options available to policy makers

• ABSS modellers simplify in order to make model design and implementation easier and 
results easier to interpret

• A few cases in ABSS  (none in economics) where simplification is guided by evidence in 
designing a model

Theory over evidence
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• More than a thousand references to each
• Core simplifying assumptions in virtually (or actually?) whole literature citing them

• The only determinant of the changing of one agent’s opinion is the opinions of other agents
• Opinions are one-dimensional — binary (0 or 1) continuous in the [0,1] interval or trinitary (-1, 0 

or 1)
• Homophily => most influenced by agents with most similar opinions (i.e., least numerical 

difference)
• Elaborations and/or variations on the core models

• Each agent observes opinions of other agents in the same neighbourhood
• Von Neuman or Moore or similar neighbourhood in a grid.  Maybe whole grid.

• Magnitude of opinion change determined by a modeller-set parameter in the unit interval

Literature citing Deffuant-Weissbuch and Hegselmann-Krause models
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Opinion dynamics

• Image shows how the parameters of inter-agent influence lead 
to different patterns of clustering of opinions in the unit 
interval. (Hegselmann-Krause, 2002)

• All conditions satisfied for SOC except one
• The only driver of opinion change for any agent is how much 

its opinion differs from other, influencing agents
• The system is not slowly driven or even driven at all.  No new 

information and no events.  Nothing changes other than 
opinions

• NG found paper with slow-driving information: volatility was 
exhibited (“On the Robustness of Democratic Electoral 
Processes to Computational Propaganda”)

• Paper by Meyer and Edmonds on Austrian politics

Equilibrium clustering

Figure 1: Hegselmann-Krause (2002) p. 10.
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Opinion dynamics

• Opinions are complicated rather than one-dimensional
• For example many different reasons for voting for or against Brexit
• Interpersponal influence depended on the reasons for taking a position rather than the position 

alone
• Evidence generated in discussions of cognitive dissonance shows that

• When opinions held by close friends differ, either the opinions change or the relationship cools
• Opinions do not change as a result of agent interaction or new information unless they are about 

something important to the person (Beetroot or Brexit)
• The process of changing opinions starts with some new information or some event.

• Unless it is an extreme event like a revolution, the new information or event constitutes a slow 
driver and completes the conditions for self-organised criticality

• For example, an appeal for saving water rather than the French Revolution

The evidence
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Theory-first or evidence-first

• Long history in social science of evidence-free theory
• Utilitarian philosophy => utility theory
• General equilibrium and marginal productivity in economics
• Game theory
• Opinion dynamics
• Giddens’ structuration theory in sociology

• Some evidence-based agent modelling but hardly dominant
• Companion modelling (Barreteau et al.)
• Epidemiological models (Epstein)
• My own work in water demand and climate change, post-Soviet Russian economy, markets for fast-

moving consumer goods, London housing strategy, HIV-AIDS in rural South Africa

“My model is my theory” — Nigel Gilbert



Evidence-based modelling

• The evidence guides simplifications 
• Domain experts (stakeholders or academics) indicate what is 

important to model explicitly 
• If results turn out to be sensitive to some artificial 

simplification, domain experts can indicate how to elaborate 
that element

Simplification
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How to benefit stakeholders
• Two principles seem to me to be self-evident

• Stakeholders must understand the language used in the design and the outputs 
from the models
• As close as possible to natural language: declarative rule-based software 

• SOAR, JESS, CORMAS, SDML, DRAMS
• Numerical inputs and outputs where stakeholders use numbers (prices, spending, 

employment, etc)
• The model should not appear to be some kind of hocus-pocus: transparency is 

crucial
• Link outputs to model design and behavioural specifications and then to evidence 

for design and specifications
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Evidence-based modelling

• Requires serious time and resource commitment from stakeholders
• Takes longer to produce models so fewer publications by modellers 

• If volume rather than usefulness a determinant of promotion tenure, …
• Restricted sources of public funding 

• OCOPOMO in top 4 of projects for funding in computer science programme 
• Proposal using OCOPOMO ranked 25th for funding in social science programme

The costs
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Evidence-based modelling

• Brings precision to policy formation, strategic analysis and historical investigations
• Model-based scenario analysis brings understanding 

• Linking outputs to model and agent design and thence to evidence
• Simplicity/Parsimony 

• Guides what can be excluded, represented by numbers, activated by random numbers, 
etc.

• Facilitates stakeholder communication 
• But stakeholders committed to the outcome rather than the reasons will probably 

dismiss anything that undermines their objectives 
• Precision avoids verbal fudges and could lead to conflict rather than compromise?

The benefits
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Modellers?
Society?

Both?
The  choice and the future are yours



Final thoughts
• Diversity and good fellowship characterised social simulation from the beginning 

• Some policy models 
• Lots of abstract models produced by physicists and engineers 
• Model and modelling languages based on logical formalisms 
• …. 

• Scant impact on policy or strategy in the real worl 
• Policy makers seek endorsement of their aims 

• Ideology dominates evidence 
• Evidence-based, agent-based social simulation could make  difference but we have to make the case 
• This would require a cohesive and public effort to point out where our models would have made a 

difference to outcomes 
• ESSA well placed to organise and oversee a campaign to make ABSS a key feature of policy formation


